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Amplify best teaching practices
Transform static content to create
and deliver interactive lessons
Toggle between student paced and
teacher paced to personalize learning
Check for student understanding
with interactive formative
assessment tools
Adjust lessons based on real-time
feedback

Easy real-world application 
Individual, small group, or whole-
class interactive activities 
Game-based learning opportunities
Create visual connections between
concepts and concrete models  

Flexibility to participate anonymously
Support scaffolded learning with
instructional audio
Build confidence and support fluency
with Immersive Reader
Opportunity to differentiate with
asynchronous learning

Gauge student progress
Provide real-time feedback
Adjust lessons on the go

Engage in hands-on learning with
interactive content
Connect to lessons synchronously or
asynchronously to work at your own
pace and take ownership of learning
Collaborate with peers through
interactive workspaces to actively
learn together 

PROVIDES INSIGHT 
INTO LEARNING 

INCREASES STUDENT
ENGAGEMENT &

COLLABORATION

Logic Model

EDUCATORS

STUDENTS SHORT-TERM OUTCOMESCOLLECTIVELY, USERS
 AGREE THAT LUMIO

Actively engage in learning Promotes Active Learning
Increases student engagement in
classrooms
Increases student collaboration
Makes their lessons interactive

Supports best teaching practices

Increases accessibility 

use Lumio to create lessons
connected to real life

use Lumio to provide feedback to
students in real time

adjust Lumio lessons on-the-go
based on student progress

provide more practice opportunities
using Lumio

use Lumio to gather student voice
and provide autonomy

use asynchronous learning
opportunities through Lumio

regularly use the student pacing
feature for lesson delivery

Survey respondents comprise of educators distributed
evenly across K-12 grades and all subject areas*

Student Application
Solve problems 
Practice multimodal knowledge 
Share knowledge with peers 
Improve communication and
collaboration skills 

**

Comprehension and processing
Demonstrate understanding 
Construct knowledge 
Think creatively 
Master learning objectives 

**

Change in attitude
Improve practice
Student ownership of learning 
Engaged in the learning process

**

LONG TERM OUTCOMES

Close achievement gaps
Increase retention - decrease K-12
dropout rates
Increase student perception of
satisfaction
Increase student mastery

1

1, 2

3

3

MAKES LEARNING 
MORE ACCESSIBLE
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to using lumioWhat do users do with lumio? What makes Lumio special? What does the data tell us
about integrating Lumio?

Instagram.com/LumioSocial

Facebook.com/groups/
LumioEducators 

hello@golumio.com

Twitter.com/LumioSocial

Youtube.com/@LumioSocial

golumio.com 
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